Streamlining
Graphics Creation and Reproduction

We combine the very best

Processes, People and Technology
to meet your needs for

Quality, Time and Price.

Summary
Exective Summary

Today’s consumer marketplace is marked by rapid change,
innovation and choice. Rapid and frequent product launches
are vital to success (even survival) for consumer marketing
companies, creating incremental revenue, improved market
share and Wall Street approval. The stakes are high. Product
branding must be timely, relevant and convincing.
Evolving advertising technology has continued to support
the creation of the graphics necessary to support rapid-fire
product launches. That’s the good news. The bad news is that
in too many cases, advances in all aspects of the graphics
reproduction process haven’t kept pace.
The process of transforming creative concepts into
truly compelling, high-impact images that can translate
consistently across product packaging, point-of-sale
materials and print advertising is woefully insufficient.
And perhaps even more frustrating than the inability to
produce outstanding, repeatable, organic images, this
shortfall regularly causes inefficiencies and cost overruns.
Not only is your product at risk of losing market and mind
share, the creative development process itself is plagued by
unnecessary costs and delays.
The Beck Premedia Workflow CompressionSM solution solves
those problems. By streamlining the graphics reproduction
process, Beck has created reliable efficiencies in the graphics
creation and reproduction process, and the highest quality,
consistent graphics that your consumer products need
for success.
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Product

The product launch game

Marketing success is a numbers game. Whether you are a
large company that (ostensibly) can afford the risk of a loss,
or a small company that (undoubtedly) hinges its survival on
winning consumer whims, the chance of success goes up with
each new product or service introduction. It means you have
to get in front of the consumer on a timely, relevant basis –
and that means thousands of consumer product launches
every year.
If you catch it, the win is big. Capturing the attention of
millions of consumers and motivating them to buy a new
cereal of soft drink, switch financial service providers or see
the latest Hollywood blockbuster can send revenues soaring,
alter market share and make analysts blush with praise.
But the risk must be weighed. Especially for new products
or services competing to gain mindshare against established,
well-recognized brands, the odds are stacked. There can
only be a few winners and often, it is the same goliaths
who win every time. And every loss is felt across the entire
organization.

Build

Build mindshare

Every time you push a fresh product or service, you’re putting
money on the table in a high stakes marketing game. How do
you win? Success depends on two things – speed and quality.
You have to get the highest quality, most resonant image into
the marketplace as quickly as possible.
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Your graphics development and production process is vital.
“The number one job of branding today is to get people to
stop and look and recognize – in an instant – that they’re
seeing something they’ve never seen before and that it meets a
justifiable and relevant need, whether it be related to service, to
value, to functionality or fun.”
~ Allen Adamson, Managing Director of Landor Associates, Brandweek

Competing for mindshare through your branding starts with
arresting images that jump off the box, the billboard or the
bus wrap. It’s a multi-million dollar process weighted by
enormous expectations.

Battle

Battle imbalance

Graphic reproduction technology can produce astonishing
color with great texture and dimension able to communicate
the most key elements of your brand’s personality. The same
technology can also enable you to produce your creative with
incredible speed and efficiency. The potential is tremendous,
and the tools exist.
With this potential in view, creative designers and marketers
continually push the creative envelope to make sure your
brand connects and resonates. Higher reflective surfaces.
Deeper, richer, more organic color. An ever-widening range of
contrast and detail. And with it, an ever-shrinking production
timeline creates a complex, high-pressure (and high-risk)
balancing act that involves agencies, designers, prepress firms
and printers.
It’s no wonder so many product launches, advertising
campaigns and collateral packages end up behind schedule
and over budget.
The process between idea to digital image to package, print
ad or point-of-sale piece is unreliable at best – deeply flawed
at worst.
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Responsibilities
A question of responsibilities

The challenges generated by this flawed production process
are compounded by the number and roles of the many
individuals taking your artwork from design intent to
printed product.
First and foremost, the job of project management historically
has fallen to the advertising agency. The traditional agency is
miscast for this role because its primary value and focus is
on conceptualizing and delivering the ‘big idea’ – not
producing it.
The Big Idea is marketing shorthand for the insight and
innovation strategy that drives brand creative. It is a key
deliverable critical to the success of the product campaign
and often generates sizeable revenue – but it does not qualify
the agency to manage the many moving pieces necessary to
execute the Big Idea.
After the Big Idea has been envisioned, approved and is ready
to be produced, the complicated process truly begins. The
journey from idea to shelf includes countless moving parts,
including layouts, photography, retouching and approvals.
Because the marketplace is moving faster and faster, speed is
a competitive advantage. With the clock ticking aggressively,
many brand owners discover (too late) that the agency lacks
the ability to expedite the product to market.
To protect their project and keep it moving, agencies often
disperse pieces of the project to suppliers. Other times, the
client will bring the task in house. Either way, spreading out
the development process constitutes a hazard to your brand.
“The problem is too many cooks in the kitchen who know only
the singular ingredient they are contributing, but not the entire
recipe. It’s far more complicated than it was 20 or 30 years ago,
and it’s created massive problems for large organizations that
depend on the success of new products.”
~ Ted Leonhardt, Former Chief Creative Officer, Fitch Worldwide
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The alternative is to streamline and managing every
component of your development and reproduction process
tightly from start to finish.

Name your problems

Problems that can lead to time, cost and production failures
are epidemic. The good news is that you can identify them
pretty simply, and it just takes one good decision to avoid
them altogether.
Have you seen any of these scenarios?
Your design firm is under pressure to meet the deadline so
they start the package design without the key line for the
actual package. The design is approved and gets all the way
to the printing plant or bottling line before someone discovers
an issue like the fact that the labels don’t fit the container.
Someone skips the legal approval step, and when your
lawyers finally see the design, they decide that it doesn’t
meet the corporate requirements or standards. They send it
back to the drawing board.
The creative unit produced doesn’t match the ad space
purchased. A full-page vertical layout will never fit a half-page
horizontal unit.
The technology to produce your incredible design comp
doesn’t yet exist.

View

Begin with the end in view

If you assess your process honestly, have your projects been
derailed or compromised by a similar lack of planning and
holistic oversight?
“When the sequential steps required in the process are taken on
one at a time with a view only toward the next step or the step
after that, there’s no one with a perspective of the entire process.
There’s no management control.”
~ Leonhardt
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The success factor of management control is deceptively
simple. Start with the end in mind and view all of the complex
factors in the process as vital elements of an end-to-end
workflow. This kind of overarching, long view management
control is the purpose of the Beck Premedia Workflow
Compression approach.
Premedia Workflow Compression is a streamlined, templated
process that Beck developed based on more than a century
of best practices experience. With it, Beck has supported
winning brand launches for companies including The CocaCola Company, Georgia-Pacific, Time Warner/Turner Network
Television and the United States Marine Corps.
After years of witnessing – and sometimes experiencing
– the frustrations and failings of the traditional graphics
reproduction process, Beck pioneered and standardized this
approach to ensure success across the entire production
line. Centralizing resources and organizing the workflow
into sequential steps, then enabling each step with the right
technology and expertise, Beck is able to put higher quality
print in front of key consumers, more quickly and at a lower
overall cost.
Premedia Workflow Compression saves the bottom line even
as it creates outstanding product packaging, point-of-sale
materials and print advertising that stand out in the rapid-fire
marketplace.

Refocus

Refocus your approach

The consultative, results-focused Beck Premedia Workflow
Compression approach is leading a cultural shift in the
graphics reproduction industry.
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“[You] have to refocus your business away from a product and
commodity-driven business to one that is more consultative.
Then you have to do the due diligence to examine who your
customers are, the markets you’re currently serving and where
your staff and technical capabilities allow you to fill a gap and
address a need. We’re talking about significant cultural change
for this industry.”
~ Steve Bonoff,
President of International Association of Graphic Solutions Providers

The first step for any Beck Workflow Compression Process
is a multifaceted audit of the client’s recent graphic projects.
The purpose of the assessment is to begin by aligning the
process and form the structure that gives your creative – and
everyone accountable for production – the best chance of
success.
1.

Analyze the supply chain and manufacturing process
to identify areas of redundancy or delay that can be
streamlined.
2. Consider the roles and performance of everyone who
has touched a project in its movement from concept to
market.
3. Determine what information each of those people required
from other team members for the project to be successful
and whether they received it at the right time.
With information from these three core insights, Beck
develops a roadmap that involves everyone in the project.
The roadmap is a complete overview of the entire project,
from start to finish, clearly showing when the project
is scheduled to arrive at each point in the process and
identifying deadlines and measurables at each milestone.
The result is a lack of question marks, a breaking down of
silos in the workflow – and most importantly, a measurable
and repeatable process that stewards a brand to success in
the marketplace.
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Additionally, everyone is made aware of the most important
success and failure points. The process mitigates potential
issues before they become problems that could delay the
project or create budget issues.
Ultimately, the knowledge and process that Beck provides
through Premedia Workflow Compression optimizes the
outcome of your future projects. You can compete to win in
the market knowing that the awesome intent of your design is
not just translated to the marketplace, it elevated on the shelf
with speed, accuracy and power.

Benefits of Premedia Workflow Compression

Improved efficiencies throughout the supply chain.
Reduction in total project costs.
Effective communication between the client organization and
project manager, agencies and suppliers.
Decrease in time intensive, costly rework.
Improved graphics quality through more accurate digital files.
Alleviated frustrations.

About
About Beck

Beck is a print reproduction authority specialized in
transforming images from concept to production, assuring
the most beautiful, consistent branding across every medium.
For more than 100 years, Beck has provided sophisticated,
knowledge-based graphic reproduction services to the
advertising, promotions, entertainment and consumer
product/service industries. In 1978, Beck introduced digital
imaging to the US market with the fist Scitex system. To learn
more about Beck and the Premedia Workflow Compression,
visit www.beckcompression.com.
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